
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d 

take the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been   

going on inside and outside of the classroom in each class.  

Plum Class (Reception)  This has been a busy week in Plum class! As part of our Learning   

Enquiry ‘All About Me’ the children have told the adults about their favourite colours and 

have also made up a plate of their favourite foods. In phonics, we have learnt the new 

sounds ‘s, a, t, p’ and new words ‘at, an, as.’ We also explored rhyming strings—bat/cat/rat/

hat and pig/wig/dig/fig.  In maths, we have been counting aloud up to 20 and have been 

learning how to count using Numberblocks. In other areas, we have had a try on the 

wheeled toys, learnt a new action song and explored sensory opportunities—spikey sweet 

chestnuts, slimy gloop and messy flour!  

Olive Class (Year 1)  
This week Olive class has continued being 

geographers by sorting human and physical 

geographical features. In Maths, we have 

looked at ordering numbers and                  

consolidating all we have learnt during our 

place value work by using a number-line.        

In English, we continued our work on 

’Naughty Bus’ by Jan and Jerry Oke,        

thinking about what the characters  were 

saying and thinking and then we had some 

excellent role play to bring this to life.            

In PE, we had a visit from ScootFit. The        

children thoroughly enjoyed themselves and 

demonstrated brilliant balancing skills.         

Building on this, we showed perseverance 

as we did not give up even though it was 

tricky on those 2 wheeled scooters. Well 

done Olive class for another fabulous week!                 

Lime Class (Year 2)  
Well done Lime Class for another week of        

being the best you can be.                                           

In English, we continued our story of ‘The Storm 

Whale’ by Benji Davies finding out about 

whales and creating our own documentary.     

In Maths, we started our new theme of           

addition and subtraction. We spent most the 

week looking at related equations. The          

Children loved finishing off their truss bridges 

and worked well in their teams. In our Learning 

Enquiry lesson we considered rivers and their 

uses. Children continued their work on dodging 

in PE by playing a game of tag tails. They also 

loved taking part in Scootfit—the children were 

keen to show off their skills. In Science, we  

studied living and non-living things. Another 

fab week Lime Class! 

Bronze Class This week Bronze class have 

been exploring feelings, emotions and colours 

through     reading the ‘Colour Monster’  by 

Anna Llenas.  We have been sorting pictures 

of happy and sad faces and singing songs 

related to emotions.  We have pulled faces in 

mirrors and are continuing to learn how to 

manage our emotions and the routine of 

Bronze class.  We have been sorting coloured 

objects, naming colours and exploring colour 

mixing by using our hands to mix paint and 

watch the colours we have made!  We have 

continued to explore mark making by       

drawing on foil and using dabby paints. We 

enjoyed watching the splats they 

made.  Some children have practised letter 

formation and writing their name.  
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Silver Class   
This week we have enjoyed continuing to learn all 

about ourselves and where we live. We looked at 

maps, used atlases and googlemaps and located 

Bath and England on a UK map. We have sorted 

objects that belong to different rooms around a 

home. 

In English, we are focused on our hand control   

activities and busy writing about our weekend 

news and where we live. 

In maths, we have loved listening and joining in 

with the addition and subtraction songs and learnt 

to add and take away from up to 20 objects.     

We created brick patterns for our own house and 

found listening to ‘Our House’ by Madness quite 

entertaining. We also had a go at taking part in 

Scootfit. A busy week! 



Elm Class (Year 3)                                
This week in Elm Tree we have been ordering and 
sequencing stories and retelling them in our own 
words. We have been learning new spellings ending 
in our ‘ey’ sound.                                                                
In maths we have been finding 1, 10 and 100 more 
and less with 3 digit numbers. To help us we have 
been using place value charts, counters and dienes.                                                                   
In Learning Enquiry this week we learnt about why 
rivers are important and their uses including for: 
water, farming, leisure, energy, transport and         
habitats.                                                                             
In DT we built our truss bridges using triangle 
structures for strength and evaluated our designs.       
In Spanish we are continuing to learn greetings and 
have conversations with our friends.                                         
In PE, we continued to practice our orienteering 
skills, learning the 8 point compass and following 
maps to find clues in key locations.  

Aspen Class (Year 5)  Aspen Class have had an incredible week. Aspen Class did a     

brilliant job showcasing their fantastic balance, when participating in our Scoot Fit session. 

I’ve been blown away by the amazing effort and enthusiasm the class has shown when 

producing non-chronological reports, based on the Amazon River.  The reports were all 

brimming with interesting details and fantastic illustrations. During the week, the class have 

shown great ability when using the formal written method of addition to add 5-digit       

numbers and even decimals. The class should be really proud of their work! 

Gold Class  
We have had a very exciting week in Gold class! In English we looked at vowels and consonants, 

made playdough characters inspired by our book to recreate the story so far. We planned a story 

frame that we will use next week. In computing we have been working on mouse control and    

turning off a computer correctly.  In science our groups looked at exploring and using our 5 senses, 

and exploring how sounds travel. In P.E we had ScootFit which was great fun! In Enquiry we learnt 

about the water cycle and the part it plays in creating and using rivers. Our maths groups have 

looked at one-to-one correspondence, symmetry in shapes and rounding money to the nearest 

pound. Well done Gold Class! 

Acer Class (Year 4)  
This week in Acer Class we have dug 

deeper into ‘The Green Ship’ by Quentin 

Blake, through creating our own             

expanded noun phrases based on a ship 

at sea during a storm. We listened to  

Benjamin Britten’s Storm interlude to   

capture the spirit of the sea to inspire us.                                                         

We have discovered how rivers can 

move huge amount of rock through       

erosion as well as recapping the three 

types of rock: sedimentary, igneous and 

metamorphic.                                                          

We loved Scootfit and were very tactical 

in the scooter games! 

Willow Class (Year 6)  Another busy week of learning in Willow Class. We have written a 

detailed description of a character in English and have begun to look at the features of 

persuasive writing. In Maths we have continued Place Value with negative numbers. We 

had an amazing morning when we had a session with Scoot Fit! We played Scoot Bulldog 

which was so much fun, and a great way to exercise to keep fit. We showed good      

awareness and teamwork. In our Enquiry, we have looked at different types of bridges and 

how they are built and have started a piece of river Art using tone and colour.  Our        

reading comprehension this week has been an extract from the  fantastic book ‘War 

Horse’ by Michael Morpurgo.  Well done everyone, keep up the effort. 

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          

Platinum Class                                                                                                                
This week in Platinum we have continued to explore the character of Noi in ‘The Storm Whale’ by Benji       
Davies and worked in teams to devise some games to help him through his lonely days.  We were lucky 
enough to have a Spanish teacher in class this week to help us learn how to say our names, age and where 
we live. The children did a fantastic job in Science drawing their own classification keys and in PSHE they 
enjoyed miming and describing the various roles adults play in our school community.  They loved the  
Scootfit visit and participated enthusiastically again in our Gymnastics lesson.  


